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In the fall of 2010, writer Jackson Publick
moved from his post as co-executive
producer to executive producer. He is also
under contract to play the role of Clark Kent
in the Smallville spinoff series Smallville.
Set in a \"typical American small town,\" the
universe Smallville began in Smallville,
Kansas. The show revolves around high
school student Clark Kent, who discovers
that he is actually an alien Kal-El, the son of
fellow high school senior Martha Kent and
her husband, science professor Jonathan
Luthor. When Clark returned home after
being sent to Earth from his home planet of
Krypton, something went awry; in an
attempt to save his planet, he was sent to
Earth. Discovering his unusual powers,
Clark begins his new journey to discover
the secret of his origins. The fifth season of
West Wing , began in September 1999 and
has been running almost non-stop ever
since. All seven seasons have been
available on cable television since that
time, while DVDs were released for the
entire series. Created by Peter Segal, this
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hit series follows the adventures of a young
(for the time) Clark Kent in the small town
of Smallville, Kansas. These adventures
were accompanied by the familiar faces of
his friends and mentors, Jonathan and
Martha Kent, and Pete Ross. The show
follows Clark's early years, and early
encounters with some of his Kryptonite-like
enemies in Metropolis, the capital of his
home town. My personal favorite show from
the last few years is Suits, whose
17seasons ended in May 2015, but who
knows when the cast will come back? I
certainly hope it doesn't take the writers
that long to come up with a season to wrap
things up.
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